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DISK 1 
 
00.00 This is Felicity Morgan interviewing Mr. Frank Ford, AM on 23rd March 2007, at his home 
about his contribution to the performing arts in South Australia during the Dunstan Decade. This 
recording is being made for the Don Dunstan Foundation History Project and will be deposited in the 
Flinders University Library, Don Dunstan Special Collection and in the State Library of South 
Australia. 
 
Good Morning Frank and thank you very much for taking time to do this interview. 
Frank, you were not born and brought up in Adelaide, were you? 
 
No, I was born in Sydney and brought up there until I was 25 years old. I did my undergraduate degree at 
Sydney University and was teaching there and then I went overseas in 1960 and taught and worked in the 
theatre for 14 years overseas in London, Frankfurt, Rio de Janeiro, Toronto, Beirut and New York.  
 
01.16 Right. That’s a pretty good scope all around the world. What were the events that led you to 
coming to Adelaide, and when was that? 
 
I came to Adelaide in the spring of 1974, and I’d been thinking about coming back to Australia - I’d been 
working in the United States at a university in a performing arts department, and I’d finished my degree at 
Columbia University, my Master of Fine Arts degree and the university was quite happy to help me apply for 
a Green Card to stay on there, but I came home for a visit in Christmas 1973 and I was very impressed with 
the New Australia, and it was interesting because living in New York I became aware all of a sudden that 
Australia was finding a voice through the Whitlam government. Because I always say I was brought up under 
the Ming Dynasty - we had a Prime Minister whose main aim was to become a chancellor, or something or 
other, of the Cinque Ports, and there was very much a colonial atmosphere in Australia, and, like many 
people in that period, the 1960s, fled Australia. A lot of people, particularly artists and intellectuals, and 
some came back and some didn’t come back because of the very restricted nature of society at that time. And 
so, in 1973 when I came back I actually went to the Opera House - my brother was advisor for the 
government then. I met Gough Whitlam, and we saw a David Williamson play, and of course, there was the 
whole resurgence, or I suppose really the birth, of the new Australian drama. So it was a really exciting 
atmosphere to come back to.  And I went back to New York, which I had a very good teaching position there, 
as well as working in the theatre, but I didn’t like living, actually living, in New York, so I considered 
coming back to Australia, and my brother said, Well, you know, your area is the arts and there’s a wonderful 
man called Don Dunstan in South Australia who is doing wonderful things in this area. So I started applying 
for jobs then and I got a position of lecturer in drama at the South Australian College of Advance Education. 
And that’s how I returned to Australia after 14 years.  
 
04.07 What were your impressions of Adelaide when you arrived, especially in the performing arts? 
Was it still conservative or had it already, sort of, broken through into a new era - dynamic, 
experimental, and so on? 
 
No it wasn’t terribly dynamic and experimental. And I had been working in New York in the whole Off-Off 
Broadway movement, which was a tremendously exciting period of new playwrights, new types of plays- 
happenings - and convergence of many of the arts in New York, of course - was leading the world at that 
stage in experimentation in the arts, and I came to Adelaide and found that there wasn’t much in this area.  
And the Premier, then Don Dunstan, was very much concerned with establishing, I suppose, 
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professional artists, because we didn’t have a professional theatre company, we didn’t have a professional 
opera company. The Australian Dance Theatre had been started and it was within a year I was appointed and 
asked to join the Board of that by the Artistic Director, because of my experience in dance and the new 
drama thing in New York, but it was essentially all rather conservative. And Don was very concerned with 
establishing these key professional artistic companies and of course, it was his idea to build the Playhouse on 
to the complex of the Festival Centre - because he was interested in drama.  And I found this very difficult to 
cope with because I’d come from this very exciting area, and all the concentration, of course, was on 
establishing professional companies, and staid companies. I think Don was looking at the European model, 
whereas I was looking at a much more advanced model, and he didn’t quite understand the idea of alternative 
theatre. To him there was professional theatre and amateur theatre, and, of course, the whole explosion 
around the world had been an alternative approach - from the artists - artist generated theatre. So, I tried to 
communicate this, and certainly had a lot of resistance from the establishment in Adelaide of trying to 
introduce this, and I offered my service to various theatre companies and no-one was interested and so I 
established my own theatre company which was called Icon Theatre Company. Then there was another small 
company - Circle Theatre Company - because I was going to form an association of alternative theatres - but 
I found there was only my company and this other company that could be called alternative! So, I founded an 
association with the playwright Rob George and Malcolm Blaylock, the director of the Circle Theatre 
Company, and then we expanded it to an association of community theatres so it was across the community, 
and that was extremely successful. About 40 companies joined it, and it did a very important thing in 
organizing theatre companies - we had workshops for people, and within, later on, we were able to mount 
what we called “Almost Free” seasons of plays at the Space at the Festival Theatre in which we put on new 
plays or experimental productions, new productions, quite exciting, from the various groups at the Festival 
Theatre and we called it Almost Free season because I argued that they should be very inexpensive because 
they were new works and so no-one knew them and you couldn’t expect people to pay the same price. And 
this was the great problem I had, that we were used to imported productions. Now the imported musical, the 
one out of a hundred that survived on Broadway, we saw that, and the one out of a hundred that survived at 
the West End, we saw that play. And so the critics were very damning of Australian productions because we 
were just learning to write for the theatre. And so I thought it was very, very important we encourage our 
creative artists. We’ve always had wonderful interpretative artists; the actor, the dancer, and the 
instrumentalist, but we lacked in developing the creative person; the composer, the writer, the choreographer. 
And so my point was that we have to develop these people, and they needed encouragement and they needed 
special conditions. 
 
09.13 Absolutely, yes absolutely.  I was going to ask you, when you first arrived what was your opinion 
of the Adelaide Festival - it had been going quite a number of years by then, since 1960. Were you 
encouraged by the types of productions that it presented, that were presented in the Festival? 
 
Yes, well then it was mainly a music festival. Anthony Steel was the Director, and there was a very famous 
comment he made to the press at the time, which I challenged him on, and (Frank quotes here directly from a 
book), it’s a quote from Christopher Butler in the Advertiser, 3rd January 1976 when he asked Anthony Steel 
“Who’s the Festival really for?” And he quotes “Anthony Steel sticks to his controversial statement that the 
Festival isn’t for the people, the same as cricket isn’t for him - if someone is not interested in the arts, the 
Festival’s not going to make them” He says “ In our opinion it’s time to compare the best of Australian art 
with the best available from overseas. But on the other side of the arena, Frank Ford, Chairman of the break-
away Focus Festival believes the people, including the artists, are being alienated through lack of 
involvement”   And….. 
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10.33 That’s very interesting because my next question was actually, did you perceive the Festival to be 
an elitist event, for the few rather than the many, and that exactly addresses that. Please go on. 
 
Yes, it was, and there’s nothing wrong with that in a way. Anthony did a very good job at bring out people, 
and he certainly knew his area, but none of the Australian works were really being presented in the Festival, 
because, again, this terrible comparison was made.  And so the new Australian works were being presented 
in the Fringe. And this I wanted to encourage, and also the name Fringe. At that stage, a lot of the 
professional musicians didn’t want to be involved, a lot of the professional galleries didn’t want to be 
involved, and actors didn’t - they were still struggling to get recognition as being professionals in this 
country - didn’t want to be in shows that were in the Fringe, which meant ‘peripheral’ to them. And so I 
changed the name to Focus-Adelaide Festival Fringe. In other words the focus was going to be on Australian 
works, and it was across the community - going from the community theatre - the term community theatre is 
a bit confusing because sometime that means very amateur theatre, or sometimes it means professional 
community working on social problems and issues. But I felt that the focus should on Australian works and it 
should be the national showcase for new works and new talent. So I was setting up an alternative festival. 
 
12.20 Did that operate at the same time as the Festival? 
 
Yes, oh yes. 
 
So it was over the same two and a half, three weeks? 
 
Yes. And it even became longer - sometimes we had over a month, we experimented with it going longer. 
We actually always started a week before the Festival, so we got some of the reviews (laughs). 
 
12.41 Frank did you, to launch this, did you involve yourself in any of the arts administration in 
mounting this or getting approval. Was there any government involvement, State, or was there any 
City Council involvement in the basis of all this? 
 
What had happened up until I arrived was that the Government had given a small amount of money to a very 
loose organization called the Fringe. It wasn’t incorporated, and the Festival even had given some money to 
it, I think a thousand dollars or something like that.  The City Council I don’t think gave any money at that 
stage. And then, when I started the Association of Community Theatres, which proved to be very successful, 
the head of the Department of the Arts at that time, Don Dunstan’s head of Department of the Arts, Len 
Amadio, asked me, would I formalize the Fringe. In other words, would I form a steering committee and then 
set up a constitution and a policy for the Fringe, which I did. 
 
13.58 What date was this, what year? 
 
This would be the end of 1974. We established it in 1975. So it became, I got it, incorporated and we had a 
board representing the various arts - drama, music, visual arts, and then we got a small grant from the 
government, and we could only employ an administrator for three months before the Festival, the Festival 
Fringe, and it operated out of the drama storeroom on the eleventh floor of the Adelaide College of Arts and 
Education, amongst all the props and costumes. So, I did a lot, most of the administration, kept it going - I 
was, of course, the spokesperson of the whole thing - and, eventually we built it up so we got money from the 
government, and it did prove very successful to have a formal organization. And also I was working on the 
theory that I learnt in New York:  that an alternative theatre company has a great problem attracting any sort 
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of sponsorship, but if you have an umbrella organization, which is essentially what the Fringe is, then you 
can attract money. And we did, we attracted Ampol, who I think was our first major sponsor, and then we 
were able to employ a full time administrator. They were never called directors, or artistic directors of the 
Fringe, because I objected to that, saying - No, the artists, it must be artist generated.  I said - The Festival is 
one person’s view of what they think is best. It’s usually a man, I think they’ve only had one woman - Robyn 
Archer is the only female we’ve had. And I said - The Fringe, being an alternative to that should be an open 
platform for the arts. I think that’s very, very important: no-one selects it. In other words the artists get up 
there and they have something to say, and they’re going to say it. They risk their money (laughs) and their 
reputation to do it. I think it’s a very healthy, very healthy alternative. And really, it’s a very good 
combination of both of them. 
 
16.16 Yes. And it hasn’t actually changed to any great extent from when you started it in 1974, has it? 
 
What has changed, and it’s very exciting actually - well, there are two things that have changed, I think.  It’s 
grown enormously. And we introduced programmes like the education programme, in which we encourage 
artists to go to the schools. We set up a relationship with schools. We appointed an education officer. And 
that’s a huge programme. It employs artists and gets the arts into the schools. We have family days and 
things like that, which is incredibly interesting.  What is happening, and it’s so lovely to see it this year, is 
that it’s a very international festival now. We have lots of companies, small companies, coming from 
overseas or individual artists in one person shows, and some of the best are those - very distinguished actors. 
Now, once they wouldn’t want to be associated with the Fringe, because it was considered non-professional, 
in the sense of the standard and the un-evenness of it, but that attitude has changed completely. The 
professional musicians, who were great snobs in the beginning who said - No, we don’t want to be associated 
with the Fringe, or some of the galleries said - No, definitely not, we’re not amateur, now fight to be in the 
programme, (laughs) and be part of the Fringe because it has it’s own reputation as being exciting, though 
it’s still uneven. So the development I think that has been interesting is the internationalization of it, and 
secondly, I think an unfortunate one, is the growth of the number of comedians performing, which throws the 
balance out. I think the Fringe is - and it’s hard to contain because the philosophy they’ve stuck to is an open 
platform for the arts. No-one can be rejected from taking part in the Fringe. And what has happened is that 
the commercial entrepreneurs have discovered that they can play the Fringe before they go to the Comedy 
Festival which follows on in Melbourne. So they’re cashing in on all the excitement of the Festival, and 
that’s been a great shame because they have the money to publicize. It’s very cheap to put on: a stand-up 
comedian, one person, that’s what it usually is, and it attracts, of course, the general public.  That’s one 
reason I started the Cabaret Festival, to try to weaken that sort of thing and take it out of the Fringe. But then 
the Cabaret Festival went in a different direction as I discovered, and how interesting is that in its own right. 
(laughs). 
 
19.00 That’s right, that’s right.  Rather than go forward, we have to go back a little bit. Can you take 
you mind back to the Dunstan era. There was a serious lack of suitable performance space, was there 
not, in Adelaide at the time when you arrived?   I believe the old Theatre Royal had been demolished 
in the sixties, and JC Williamson had ownership of Her Majesty’s. Before the Festival Theatre 
complex was built what kind of performance spaces were there, primarily for your students coming 
out. Was it a pretty dire situation for your young talented students? 
 
It was, but of course they would not have operated in these major venues anyway. And this is the great 
beauty of the Fringe - is that you can convert any space into a theatre. And it always amazes me how 
imaginative people are to find spaces for, not only theatres, but for galleries or even musical performances. 
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And that’s rather exciting in itself: it’s an adventure going to see something. Also it doesn’t set up the high 
expectations of a formal theatre. Or that formal actor/audience relationship you have where there is a definite 
separation from the performer to the audience. There is a much more friendly environment. Also, you’re 
restricted in the sort of things you can do there, like stagecraft wise, or staging so the concentration is 
actually on the artist rather than on all the paraphernalia that goes often in a big theatre with a production.  
 
And so, while the Festival had great problems, and that’s why the Festival Centre was built, because, I think 
it was Sir Robert Helpman said when he was artistic director - I can’t ask people to come and perform at the 
Showground - in the Showground Hall, which they were doing at that stage. Anyone of distinction would 
think it very off-putting to be out there, to perform next to the pigs and animals (laughs). 
 
21.12 Yes, indeed.   So when you came here and started to develop this notion of community theatre, 
and you formed this association, would you say you were the impetus for  developing for your students, 
for the citizens of Adelaide, this alternative, experimental, innovative, performing arts that Adelaide 
became known for? 
 
I think so. What it was, I was the spokesman, I was the chair of the Association of Community Theatres 
promoting Australian works in particular, and gaining access to a place like the Space, so it was moving into 
a mainstream venue although it was alternative theatre, and it was labeled as that.  Also the Fringe all of a 
sudden started to explode, I think, with the general development in Australia of more cultural awareness.  
And of course, particularly in South Australia where Don Dunstan set up an image of change and moving 
into the 20th century (laughs).   This was his whole image, he even liked to wear pink shorts to parliament! 
(laughs).  It was something - it was certainly alternative, certainly daring, and broke that terrible staid, 
conservative mentality I suppose challenged it. I think that was good. That said to people that we have 
someone here who is genuinely interested in the arts, who is setting a lifestyle across the board, in food, in 
social legislation, at a time of change, reflecting this world wide change, time of change, very well and 
leading Australia in a lot of areas. It certainly attracted artists, it attracted me and it attracted many people to 
come to Adelaide, and it attracted them to put on adventurous things because they felt there was that 
mentality there coming from the Premier, Don Dunstan, filtering down. They had someone who would 
champion their cause. 
 
23.21 And be supportive. 
 
It was interesting because I said Don in the beginning had a hard time understanding alternative because he 
was so busy establishing professional companies, but later on he became the Patron of the Fringe. 
 
23.38 He also developed a number of regional community arts incorporated bodies, I believe, at 
Whyalla and Port Augusta and so on? 
 
It was a very good idea he had for the State to build regional centres, cultural centres. And they are beautiful 
theatres, modeled on the State Theatre Company. And the idea was that productions produced by the State 
Theatre Company, the state professional company, should be able to tour around the countryside, and that 
was an excellent idea. And they are beautiful theatres, the same size, about 500 seats, very well equipped, 
and usually an art gallery associated with them. So they were little cultural centres in the major regional 
areas. Unfortunately, the cost of touring is extremely expensive and that often fell in the hole from the state 
companies, like the opera, the dance, and the drama company, and the Festival Centre, which in its charter is 
supposed to do that sort of thing, to take things out to the country. That was very badly neglected. And when 
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I was on the board, or rather a trustee, of the Country Arts of South Australia, I constantly brought it up that 
the state companies and the Festival Centre were not living up to their obligations in their charters to take 
works out to the country. They are still very reluctant to do it, and you can understand on the one hand 
because it is an enormous cost, but then you design a production that can tour - a smaller production or 
whatever.  So his idea, his concept was excellent. Unfortunately it hasn’t always followed through. And they 
are still maintained and they’re still doing well and the present country arts association, the Country Arts of 
South Australia is doing a wonderful job and has built up audiences through subscriptions, and doing a 
wonderful job at taking the arts to the country people. 
 
25.50 And theatrically are they relying on local productions from the local amateur theatrical 
companies? 
 
Occasionally the amateur - but again there’s cost for them to go, travel the distance, the cost of 
accommodation. But you have the smaller companies, for instance I have taken shows there, small 
professional shows, and interstate shows tour regularly now, and the state companies do send things out 
there. Not very many, but they do have the obligation. 
 
26.27 So that was a Dunstan innovation then that has withstood the test of time, albeit slightly less 
probably than he would have envisaged? 
 
Yes, it has, and it was great foresight, a great social commitment to the total community of South Australia - 
very wonderful, and very well planned – it was designed so the theatre company could take productions of 
exactly the same design, well not exactly the same but relatively the same design. 
 
27.00 Talking of Don Dunstan, do you recall when you first met him, and what your initial reaction 
was to meeting a man who was, no doubt, big on the scene in every way in his decade, not just as 
Premier?  Could you elaborate a little bit on that, when you first met him? 
 
Yes, it was at the Festival Centre of all things. I can’t remember what the production was, but I was 
introduced to him, and someone, a person said, “We’re very lucky to have this person (that was me) in South 
Australia because of this, that and the other, you know, with his experience overseas and all the rest of it”. 
And I was complimenting the Premier on what he had achieved, and of course, we were standing in the 
Festival Centre which had only recently opened, and I was saying – “Yes, I like the design (laughs), but I 
thought it would be enhanced if the planes, the edge of the planes, of the roof were trimmed in copper to give 
it more definition!”(laughs). Here was this prize that he’d struggled to build and I was criticizing it 
architecturally or aesthetically, and it didn’t go down well at all!! (laughs).  I suppose my brash New York 
hang over still saying how I saw it, sort of thing! 
 
28.31 Did you quickly move on to something else after that? 
 
(Laughs) Yes, I realized very quickly I’d said the wrong thing, because it was a great achievement and it is a 
beautiful building but my aesthetics were coming out (laughs). 
 
28.47 This would have been at the beginning, when only the first of the theatres, the big Festival 
Theatre was open? So part of it was still a building site I guess? 
 
I can’t remember now. I think the theatre was built and the Space was built. I did one of the first productions 
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at the Space: a mad piece of musical theatre based on The Idiot by Dostoyevsky - “Subject to Fits” it was 
called, and that was very interesting. 
 
29.14 Because the Playhouse, the drama theatre, the Dunstan Playhouse as it became known, was not 
opened until some years later I believe? 
 
Yes, after, that’s right 
 
29.29 What do you think was Don Dunstan’s level of…. How did you see him in terms of his interest 
and knowledge of the theatre and the performing arts in general? Was he a knowledgeable man? 
 
He was a very cultured man, which was lovely, because I don’t think our politicians had been noted for their 
cultural knowledge, and he was a very cultured man. It was very traditional though.  I suppose, from that 
period I suppose we thought of the Royal Ballet, and we thought of the Royal Shakespeare Company and that 
was his ideal, companies like that. He had that ‘high arts’ attitude, the High Arts, but the wonderful thing 
was, of course, how he embraced it later on and became a patron of the Fringe where, at the beginning, he 
didn’t quite really understand. Although he’d be sympathetic on the one hand as a social issue, but on the 
other hand, artistically I don’t think, to him that was still amateur. 
 
30.46 Yes, it’s interesting, because it has been written that in his vision the arts were inseparable from 
community, communal sorry, not community, communal welfare and that was one of the sort of 
lynchpins of his vision. So it’s interesting to hear you say that to begin with when you were putting 
these new ideas forward, these alternate visions, he didn’t quite catch on. It took a while. 
 
It took a while because he did, I suppose we all did, come from that idea, especially in our colonial past we 
had these things held up to us all the time. The same thing when I used to have this argument with Anthony 
Steel. He would say – Oh, the arts is about excellence. And I would say - you can’t expect a new play to be 
excellent when you’re evolving or developing something or other. This is the essence to me, why it’s so 
important to have the Adelaide Festival and the complementary Fringe Festival, it’s that you’re developing 
new works and you can’t expect them to be anywhere near these highly developed works imported from 
overseas, probably their best production over the last twenty years that we see, or something like that. 
 
32.09 Yes, well that attitude is a sort of elitist one, but it’s also as if the performing arts stand at one 
remove from ordinary mortals and the two don’t kind of interweave, whereas in your notion, and what 
you learned and developed in New York, was at one with the community, and people could perform in 
rough and ready spaces and so on. So it was a bit of a mind shift, wasn’t it? 
 
It was a big mind shift, yes, because a cultured person likes to go to the Opera House! (laughs) Those people 
that see themselves as, inverted commas “cultured”, the Opera House, or whatever it may be and wherever it 
may be, and the glamour of the whole thing and that sophistication, I suppose. But art can take place 
anywhere, any time, and with a bizarre collection of people. And again it’s… I think this scene is continuing. 
It was lovely in the last two Fringes to see the work coming out of the community here, in particular, former 
students of mine, and other students and people from other states coming here to produce quite exciting work 
across the board in dance, drama and music. I think this is very important.  As well as having your amateur 
companies, and Adelaide has always had a very strong and very good amateur theatre, which again is another 
important aspect. So I suppose you have your top professional companies, your alternative or semi 
professional companies and then your amateur companies.  I think that’s arts across the community and I 
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think that it’s very important to have that and I think that’s what Australia has achieved now which I think is 
so wonderful.  Not just elitist anymore.   (phone ringing in background) 
 
34.03 We’re stopping for a telephone call 
 
END OF DISK 1:  DISK 2 
 
00.00 This is the second part of the interview with Mr. Frank Ford on 23rd March, 2007 
Frank, in your dealings with Don Dunstan, was he a man who listened and took expert advice in the 
performing arts? 
 
I mainly dealt through his head of department of arts, Len Amadio, who again was a Don Dunstan 
appointment and did a tremendous amount to develop the arts along those lines. He seemed to have a very 
good rapport with Don, so I suppose it was through that conduit of him that I got my ideas across, or we 
communicated.  But, he was, was open to ideas, but he very conscious of his place in history I think. Which it 
certainly was, I mean it was an enormous place. And it was always “My Government” (laughs) in various 
things, but it wasn’t always easy to get through that - his ideas and his background - but when you did he 
gave you a good hearing. And of course, as we know he did change his attitude to these things. 
 
01.46  I believe when he first engaged Len Amadio he spoke for about ten minutes about what his 
vision for the arts was, and more or less said to Len Amadio, ‘you go away and make my vision come 
true’ - it’s paraphrasing, of course.   Was that the kind of person you found, a person who had his own 
ideas who wanted to see them come to realization, or was he someone that took, - did he absorb - other 
people’s expert advice and what they knew about the arts, you, for example? 
 
Yes, I think certainly in the establishment of the higher arts, or, for instance, the professional companies 
 
Dance, theatre…? 
 
Yes, he was very much attuned to seeking expert advice, and he did succeed in doing that, getting advice, but 
also in establishing, through this advice, what we have in the state theatre companies - state performing arts 
companies I suppose. 
 
02.58 Well, they were all amateur I believe, when he became Premier at the beginning of the seventies? 
 
Yes, except for the ABC orchestra. 
 
Yes, that’s right. 
 
We certainly didn’t have an opera company. We had Intimate Opera… 
 
Oh, that’s right. 
 
…which was semi professional supported by local donors with money, very generous people. We did have 
the Australian Dance Theatre. 
 
03.25 That had gone from a sort of amateur status, hadn’t it, and gradually developed with a Ballet 
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Rambert person who came? 
 
No, that was much later. 
 
Oh, that was later 
 
No, it was Elizabeth Dalman and her mother, Lady ?, I can’t remember her name, not Lady Dalman because 
that was her husband’s name. She developed the Australian Dance Theatre, which was really the first 
professional modern dance company in Australia which was quite important. In other words it wasn’t a 
traditional ballet company. And that had enormous influence in training many people in modern dance in 
Australia. And, to her credit, she did establish a professional company.  The Ballet Rambert influence came 
later on when I was chair, deputy chair of the company, with the appointment of Jonathon Taylor.  But what 
is interesting is that we did have modern dancing, and of course the fruit today is that we have two excellent 
modern dance companies here - Leigh Warren Dancers and the Australian Dance Theatre.   Gary Stewart and 
Leigh Warren are both doing superb work and it’s quite amazing because modern dance is probably the 
hardest thing to establish your market of all the arts, and yet we have two of the best companies in Australia 
in that area in Adelaide. 
 
05.00 The Australian Dance Theatre, I believe, under the Dunstan premiership, was when the South 
Australian government joined forces with the Victorian government and they jointly funded it, 
whereas previously it had only had federal, and only small amounts of federal funding, it then got a big 
fillip from the two states. Were you around at that time? 
 
Yes, I was on the board at that stage and it was David Wynn who negotiated all that. It was his idea. 
 
He put it to the Premier, did he? 
 
Yes. He very successfully managed to achieve all that, and for a number of years we did. We played half the 
year here and half the year in Victoria and it was very successful.  But of course, then, Victoria wanted to 
have its own, again - it had had one but it had collapsed - and so we went back to being just a state company 
 
05.57 That was after 1979, was it? 
 
Oh yes, yes 
 
06.06 Did you have any dealings at all with the Opera Company in its transition from an amateur to a 
professional company? 
 
No, I didn’t, but I watched it very closely going from Intimate Opera to New Opera to the State Opera and 
It’s been a wonderful, I suppose, progression to watch.  When it started off as Intimate Opera it only did very 
small operas, very modest ones, to New Opera, being quite experimental in some of the things they were 
doing, well experimental for us I suppose, putting on some Stravinsky, and then to State Opera and they 
mounted “The Ring”, quite an extraordinary achievement. 
 
06.49 The South Australian government bought out Her Majesty’s from JC Williamson, I understand, 
and that became the Opera Theatre? 
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Yes, at one stage. But of course, we only put on two or three operas a year (laughs), so it was very funny 
having an opera theatre for such a limited season, so it went back to being her Majesty’s, which was quite a 
good idea. It was a general theatre then. And it had that image of being a general theatre too. 
 
07.22 Talk a little bit about the State Theatre Company, because that was homeless wasn’t it?  Could 
you tell me a little bit about what happened there? 
 
Well Don of course, his love was drama, probably his first love in the arts. He’d been involved in amateur 
theatrics himself, I think, earlier on. He established the Playhouse to the complex when it was being designed 
and built, and he was a great impetus behind establishing that. And certainly he got the quality for the 
productions there, as far as the total quality - I’m talking about of the design, the presentation, and very good 
facilities. He had it specifically designed for drama: a costume making area, design areas, workshops, all 
built into the theatre, which of course is very rare. You only get that in very well designed state theatre 
companies, like the Royal Shakespeare Company at Stratford, they don’t get that for their Company when 
they’re in London. Or some of the German ones have a permanent design department, permanent costume 
department. It’s been a great pity in the last couple of years that that was taken away, and now they are just 
offices for the staff of the Festival Centre. Because it was specifically designed to be a complete unit for the 
theatre company and it was changed a few years ago to accommodate the growing staff of the Festival 
Centre. The State Theatre Company was moved out to a nearby part of the casino building, the old railway 
station and it’s housed there. But it was beautifully designed with all these particular facilities built into it. 
And that showed great foresight on his part. 
 
09.34 Indeed, it was. And in fact it backs up the idea that he was a man who took expert advice, even 
though his interest was in drama, he was after all an amateur in the theatre. He must have had a very 
good theatre designer, to put the whole complex together behind the scenes in the Dunstan Playhouse. 
 
Yes. Unfortunately one of the legacies that he gave us has been destroyed, I suppose.  Because it is 
wonderful to have it all under the one roof, of course, and it’s a great pity that that has happened. 
 
10.19 And was that his vision, do you think, rather than him getting someone else to say I want the 
very best playhouse you can possibly develop, and then to the architect and special advisers . Did he 
initiate the idea or did that come from his planners and architects who said if you really want to do it 
well, based on the Royal Shakespeare Company or whatever, do it like this, and he said OK do it, I’ll 
give you the money to do it.  Which way round do you think it was? 
 
It was probably a bit of both because he idolized the Royal Shakespeare Company and companies like that, 
and the National Theatre in England, and they do have these facilities on site, and I’m sure the experts that he 
employed gave him that advice as well. And it’s wonderful that he followed through with it because he could 
have quite easily... well what’s now, it just a theatre and not having the facilities there with its permanent 
home. 
 
11.23 Indeed, indeed. How did Don Dunstan, as Premier, get around parliamentary opposition or even 
opposition from within his own party about the funding that was going into the performing arts? 
 
Well he had a great battle on his hands, of course. I think it’s still the case that we fund the arts per head of 
population more than any other state, and that came from Don Dunstan’s era. Of course he had opposition 
from within his own party who, again, were not particularly aware or interested in that aspect in the 
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beginning, in the beginning, and neither was the opposition. But it’s interesting that after the Dunstan era 
both the opposition and the government have been very pro arts. We’ve had slumps in it but we’ve had good 
ministers on both sides of the House in the arts to very consciously argue and win, win money for the arts, 
and still keeping us up there. And also getting the funding, which is so important when you think about the 
small, relatively small, arts budgets of the other states in comparison with their larger resources. 
 
12.54 Yes. It’s quite fascinating actually because the Department of the Arts grew enormously over the 
time that he was Premier. Whether it’s gone down or not I don‘t know? 
 
I think it’s about the same, yes it is, and certainly now it services across the community. I think it’s 
developed very interesting policies and they’re flexible, they change as the mood changes or the needs 
change, which is very important in the arts because areas rise and fall and it depends on the people you’ve 
got or cultural leaders, artistic leaders. I think it’s always difficult, the trouble with having state funded 
companies is that sometimes they go through a bad period, but you still fund them because they are the state 
with the prestige, when you should really start again or re-visit the whole concept.  Whereas the smaller 
companies rise and fall on their artistic leadership and quality, and all the time you’re changing funding, or 
de-funding companies which is a very difficult situation to be in. But it’s the reality of encouraging the arts 
that are successful, in the broad sense of being successful - doing interesting work or important work with a 
future to it. 
 
14. 30 So he rather started a legacy, didn’t he?  From him has become a tradition in South Australia.  
Is it true that all successive premiers have also been the ministers for the arts? Which Don was, of 
course. He took control of the arts portfolio, didn’t he? 
 
No they haven’t, because the previous Minister for the Arts was Diana Laidlaw and she was an excellent 
Minister for the Arts and managed to argue in cabinet. I remember talking to John Olsen, the Premier, and 
saying - Thank you for giving the money for the establishment of the Cabaret Festival. He said - Don’t thank 
me, thank Diana Laidlaw, she presented the case to cabinet and she won’t let go of something until she gets 
it! (laughs).  She was a very big force in developing the arts. 
 
15.33 Well, that brings me nicely to my next question.  Don Dunstan, you’ve said he was a cultured 
man and from everything I’ve read, he was.  He was also an accomplished pianist and a pretty good 
amateur actor. Do you that it was he, rather than his government, that was the dynamic force that 
propelled South Australia through this renaissance, this artistic renaissance, from the late sixties and 
through his decade?  You said earlier that he talked about “my government” was it him though that 
was propelling the whole thing forward? 
 
Oh yes, definitely, absolutely. Because there hadn’t been that tradition in the Labor Party, to be so 
sympathetic to the arts, although of course, Gough Whitlam had been sympathetic to the arts and it had been 
a growing thing on both parties I think in that period in the sixties - more conscious of the need for cultural 
development in Australia.  But it was Don’s total commitment to it and the image he projected as well I think 
was very progressive, very cultured, daring. A much more artistic image -a renaissance man really - whereas 
our previous images were leaders, political leaders, and not so much someone you admire for being very 
cultured, knowledgeable person and also a political leader. 
 
17.17 Indeed. I’ve got a sort of double question here, one that perhaps says it in a different way.  In the 
things that you’ve just been saying, would you say that Don Dunstan was the right man in the right 
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place at the right time or would his vision of the arts, as being inseparable from communal welfare, 
have prevailed in this state at any other time, either before or since?  Was it this impetus with Gough 
Whitlam and the early seventies that brought about this renaissance you talked about: New York, the 
theatre, the experimentation and so on. Was it happenstance that Don Dunstan was just here at the 
right time, or was he the force that took it through? 
 
I think he was the force that took it through. He was hated by the Establishment! (laughs) 
 
Tell me a little bit about that. 
 
I’ll never forget in Adelaide when I first came here, in my dealings across the board with various peoples, I 
could not understand how he was loathed by the old establishment in Adelaide as being far too progressive, 
far too outlandish in his dress and in his manner. And he did, he just broke through the barriers, and I don’t 
think without him you wouldn’t have had someone with the charisma and I suppose the strength of character 
to take on the establishment. Certainly it was a worldwide time of change but I don‘t think it would have 
happened without Don. Would not have happened without Don Dunstan, I’m quite convinced of that. 
 
19.14 Because of his strength and his vision? 
 
Yes. And his image that he projected, it attracted people here. And his legislation, more progressive 
legislation attracted people and they knew there was respect for the individual and individual ideas rather 
than conformity to social systems that had been there for a long time. 
 
19.41 So there were two platforms at work. There was his political platform and also his visionary 
platform if you like, in a whole range of areas that we’re not touching on in this interview - you have 
touched on them before - in aboriginal affairs, social welfare and so on - they went side by side and 
integrated with his political aspirations? 
 
 Yes. He really gave us a vision. Before it had been a management vision, and not much vision! (laughs) All 
of a sudden he had a vision and he was able to carry that through against great odds and resistance. I don’t 
think there’s been anyone, we certainly haven’t had a premier, of that quality since Don Dunstan with such a 
complete vision, or an image, really, as exciting, who wants you to join, get on the wagon with him, so to 
speak. 
 
20.46 Yes.  What, if you think, was his greatest contribution to the performing arts?  Is there a single 
thing you’d identify? 
 
I think perhaps it was his own personal belief in them that he was able to convince other people of the value 
of the arts and the importance of them in the community. And giving the image of a cultured person, being 
our leader, which had been very rare in Australia: a person who spoke well. I mean it was the image of this 
person that really gave you this vision, convinced you of it, and there was a living example of it. What we 
could do, you know, what we could be, as a nation, as a people - a respect, a self respect, and a sense of 
adventure as well. 
 
21.57  Yes, it must have made you feel rather privileged to have been here, to have come back and to 
have been here at a time when he was the Premier and you were able to get close to him through the 
performing arts, from a personal point of view? 
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Yes, it was, it did come across as somewhat exciting because I’d left Australia, like many people did in the 
sixties, because of the mentality, the country in grips of second rate colonial culture, and everything else 
happened over there (laughs), overseas somewhere. And then to come back and find you’re part of this 
exciting development, the birth of new Australian drama and the emergence of these new companies, new 
talent, and the great burst in arts education throughout the schools. Fortunately, my job was to train specialist 
high school teachers in drama and we led the states, we led the country in that area. Also we introduced 
drama as a matriculation subject for the first time in schools. Since then all the specialist arts advisers have 
been removed from the Department of Education. No one is training specialist drama teachers: they do a 
degree in drama and then they might do a teaching degree afterward, but this whole area of real commitment 
to the arts at every level from the education up has been slowly eroded and it’s not as good as it was in his 
era. 
 
23.48 That’s very sad.  We’re there any, sort of, outstanding failures, in your opinion in Don Dunstan’s 
premiership in terms of the performing arts that you came across.   Did his vision exceed his ability to 
be able to organize, something or other?  Perhaps there wasn’t? 
 
No, perhaps there wasn’t. Because when I think of what he achieved it was incredible when you think of the 
society as it was at the time, Adelaide society, community and society. 
 
And resistant too? 
 
And resistant to change of any sort (laughs), let alone the flamboyant arts.  Although it’s a bit unfair to say 
that, in a way, on the one hand because it was the business people of Adelaide who started the Adelaide 
Festival in 1960. They got behind it and they did do a wonderful job in establishing that, and that came out of 
the Adelaide establishment and Professor John Bishop, but it was the business community who backed it, and 
it was a great achievement.  Just to establish a lasting Festival, and the first in Australia and a very good one, 
that has kept its standards up all that time. 
 
25.19 His flamboyance is something that lives on after him. I believe he did a reading of Ogden Nash’s 
Carnival of the Animals sitting on the back of an elephant at the zoo during the 1974 Festival. Were 
you here at the time? 
 
No, I wasn’t, no 
 
25.37 You undoubtedly heard about it? 
 
Yes, I certainly heard about it (laughs) 
 
25.41 I am wondering what your reaction would have been or if you know if there was negative 
reaction or criticism or whether everybody thought it was wonderful. How did the press treat it? Do 
you have any recollections of that? 
 
No, I don’t, no. But the idea appeals to me enormously. The Premier sitting atop an elephant! (laughs) 
 
26.00 I believe he then went on to either say verse or perform in subsequent Festivals? 
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Yes. And at other events too. He performed with Keith Michell once doing an old music hall song on the 
Festival Centre stage (laughs), which I think is great fun. 
 
26.23 Terrific yes. So, at the end of his decade could you just encapsulate how you’d describe Adelaide 
and South Australia in terms of the cultural and artistic improvements that he made? 
 
Well, he certainly led the country at that stage. Everyone looked to Adelaide, which when you think about 
the size of the city in those days and the size of the economy in South Australia was pretty small that all of a 
sudden we should have a prestige way beyond Sydney and Melbourne of being cultural leaders. I think that’s 
an enormous development that in a decade to change a very conservative society to one that is much more 
adventurous, one that is much more compassionate and sympathetic to a whole variety of people to come to 
live there. And it did have enormous social implications, I think, within the community. It didn’t have this 
very hierarchical society. I think within a decade with all his reforms and with the arts he was able to change 
the attitude of the community to life in general and it was a great model for the whole of Australia. 
 
27.46 That’s a pretty good finish. Just to end up I was going to ask you if there were any particular 
personal stories or anecdotes you would like to relate about Don Dunstan? 
 
Not that I can think of off hand. No 
 
28.00 Alright. Well thank you very much indeed Frank. Are you happy that this will be the end of the 
interview? 
 
Oh yes, fine. 
 
Well we can talk for a minute if you like and if there’s anything more you want to say, we can start 
again. 
 
OK thanks 
 
28.16   
END OF INTERVIEW 
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